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Class Central Class Central is supported by the student. When you buy through the links on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology via Coursera 349 Write review Management &amp; Leadership Courses This course is designed to give you an understanding of the role of data and technology in human
resource management. Each topic in the course will be mentioned in the most practical way for students to have a practical experience. During the course, we use the 4Ts principles: Tasks, Theory, Engineering and Technology to stay connected to organizational performance goals, an overview of fundamentals and principles, and specific tools that help
achieve business goals. You'll learn ● a combination of data, technology, and tools that can be used in the human management process to improve organizational performance ● how to use some of these tools, and how to choose tools that fit your goals and budget ● to design individual and group development plans and measure your organization's ROI ●
How to find out what qualities lead employees to their best performance so that you know what to encourage in the present and search in new employees ● how to identify the right channels to recruit your employees or team members ● what combination of monetary and non-monetary dynamics tools work best for your organization ● how to predict what
people will leave in the near future and how to ensure some of them stay ● how to measure participation and make a strong organizational culture improve performance Introduction -As the name suggests , this module will showcase the course and its content, as well as provide an overview of what triggered the People Analytics boom. Performance - In this
module, we talk about performance measurement, KPI setup, performance evaluation organization, and communication when bias issues. In your first peer review exercise, you will get to apply your knowledge as a manager of a sports club. You can get in the right mood by watching (or rewatching) moneyball. Culture and Reviews -Culture is a very catchy
topic, but it's still measurable and it affects performance a lot. In this module we discuss its various aspects, why it affects the performance and enemies of the organizational culture of performance enhancement Compensation -In this module we will talk about different compensation models and you will learn how to do the compensation benchmark. In your
second peer-reviewed assessment exercise, you will apply new knowledge to conduct your own benchmarking project. Motivation and Participation -After discussing how currency dynamics work, we continue with non-monetary dynamics and participation and how they affect performance. recruitment and planning - In this module, you'll learn about hiring
analysis, candidate evaluation, recruitment channel optimization, etc. Your third peer-reviewed task will be based on an actual data set of one including an analytical approach to candidate marketing. Development - The final module is dedicated to the planning of training and development and calculation of its ROI. We hope you will enjoy the final peer
assessment exercise where you will be asked to calculate the ROI of this class for you. Rating 3.3, based on 4 Reviews Showing Center Sorting Center Ranking From Highest to Lowest From Lowest to Highest Start your assessment of About People Getting personalized course suggestions , follow topics and courses with reminders and more. Free class
central registration is supported by the student. When you buy through the links on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. University of Edinburgh via Coursera 8.8k Writing Review This course will introduce you to some of the main areas of research in contemporary philosophy. Each module a different philosopher will talk to you through some of
the most important questions and issues in their field of expertise. We'll start by trying to understand what the philosophy is - what is its purpose and method of character, and how is it different from other subjects? Then we will dedication the rest of the course to get an introductory overview of a number of different philosophical fields. Topics you'll learn will
include: Awareness, where we'll look at what our knowledge of the world and itself covers, and how we come to take it; Scientific philosophy, where we will investigate fundamental conceptual issues in scientific research and practice; Philosophical mind, where we will question what it means for something to have a mind, and how the mind should be
understood and explained; Political philosophy, where we will investigate whether we are obliged to comply with the law; Ethical philosophy where we will try to understand the nature of our moral judgments and responses – whether they are aimed at some objective moral truth, or just personal or cultural preferences, and; Metasynology, where we will think
through some basic conceptual questions about free will and the nature of reality. The development of this MOOC has been led by the Eidyn research centre of the University of Edinburgh. To accompany 'Introduction to Philosophy', we are pleased to announce a combined book from Routledge titled 'Philosophy for All'. This course is accompanied by the
'Introduction to Philosophy' course written by the Edinburgh Philosophy team clearly with the needs of MOOC students in mind. 'Philosophy for everyone' contains clear and user-friendly chapters, chapter summaries, terms, research questions, suggestions for further reading and guidance on online resources. Please click Start here and navigate to the Read
options page for more information. What is philosophy? Officer Dave Ward) Will we start the course by thinking about what Philosophy really is: what makes it different from other subjects? What are its special purposes and methods? We will also think about why the questions that Trying to answer is often said to be both basic and important, and having a
look at how philosophy is actually done. Finally, we will briefly touch upon the two very influential philosophers' answers to the question of how can we know whether, in any case, there really is the right way of thinking about things. Ethics: Objective, relative or emotional? -(Dr. Matthew Chrisman) We all live with some sense of what is good or bad, some
emotions about ways of conducting ourselves are better or worse. But what is the state of moral, sensory, or emotional beliefs? Should we think of them as reflecting the difficult, objective truth about our world, the kind that scientists can detect and study? Or should we think of moral judgment as the only manifestation of personal or cultural preferences? In
this module, we will survey a number of different options available when we are thinking about these issues, and the issues and prospects for each. What is Knowledge? And what do we have? -(Professor Duncan Pritchard) We know a lot of things - or, at least, we think we do. Cognitive theology is the philosophy of knowledge research; what it is, and the
ways we can come to have it. In this module, we will tour through some of the issues arising in this philosophical branch. In particular, we will think about what radical skepticism means for our claims to knowledge. How can we know something is the case if we can not exclude the possibility of obviously in compatibility with it? Week 2 review: Which lesson do
we have an obligation to comply with the law? -(Dr. Guy Fletcher) The laws of a state govern what we can and cannot do in that state. But are we obliged to abide by those laws? In this module, we will discuss this question, along with some of the main positions that philosophers have developed in response to it. We'll start by checking what compliance with
the law means correctly. We will then consider three factors that may form the basis of the obligation to comply with the law. Finally, we will discuss what the consequences might be if the problem could not be solved. Should you believe what you hear? -(Dr. Allan Hazlett) Much of what we think of the world we believe in on the basis of what others say. But
does this trust in the testimony of others make sense? In this module, we will investigate how this question was solved by two great philosophers of the Scottish Declaration, David Hume (1711 - 1776) and Thomas Reid (1710 - 1796). Hume and Reid's dispute over testimony represents a clash between two world views that will continue to clash for centuries:
a cynical and often vulgar world view, eager to ask questions everything (represented by Hume), and a conservative and often religious world view, wants to protect common sense (represented by Reid). Week 3 review: Lessons Choices Minds, Brains and Computers -(Dr. Suilin Lavelle) If you're reading this, then you've got a mind. But what is a mind, and
what it takes to have Should we understand the mind as the layout set to behave in certain ways, like neural activation patterns, or like programs that are run on the computing hardware of our brains? In this module, we'll look at how and why the recent philosophy of mind and psychology has embraced each of these options in turn, and think about the
problems and prospects for each. Is scientific theory true? -(Professor Michela Massimi) In this module, we will explore a central and ongoing debate in contemporary scientific philosophy: whether or not scientific theory is true. Or better, whether a scientific theory needs to be 'right' to be good at all. The answer to this question has two main varieties.
Scientists believe that theories must be right to become good. We will analyze their main claims for this statement (which goes by the name of 'no miracle claims'), and some objections stand out to it. On the other side, scientific anti-plant scientists defend the view that there is nothing special about 'truth' and that scientific theories and scientific advances can
be understood without appeal to it. The purpose of this session was to present both their views, key arguments, and prospects. Week 4 review: Do We Have Free Will and Does It Matter? -(Dr. Elinor Mason) We often feel that the actions that we take are the result of our own free choice. But what if those actions were simply the end result of a long string of
cause and effect? What does this mean for free will? In this module, we'll look at the concept of decisiveism. In particular, we will look at the impact that determinism can have on the concept of free will. Time Travel and Philosophy -(Dr. Alasdair Richmond) In this module, we'll think about some issues in metadity, a branch of philosophy that investigates ways
in which reality can intelligibly be. Studying our case would be likely, or otherwise, time travel. Some people have thought that the obvious possibility of creating a machine that we can use to transport a person back in time can be ruled out just by thinking about it. But is time travel really impossible in a reasonable way? What will the universe look like so that
it can happen? And can we know if our universe fits the bill? Week 5 review: Peer Selection Lesson review 4.3 reviews, based on 71 reviews Showing Class Central Sort Class Central Sort Most recent top to lowest rated to highest rating Start your assessment of Philosophical Philosophy
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